We listened to you...
Did you enjoy this week?
What did you most like about this week?

Social program: Working in small groups

People: The personal experience talks from Nigel and Lena

“Networking” (Wine)

Workshops: The lottery

“Feel part of a society (young researchers) that can really help and support others”

AND MANY MORE 😊
Comments and suggestions for the future

“...The annual week was fun!...”

“...[Workshops for] Actual skills would be helpful”

“Extending option to engage beyond annual week.”

“Find sponsors from industry and make them an integral part of this event.”

“Work in working groups should be a more important part of the week.”

(Many more comments to be analysed...)
Would you come back for the next Annual Week?
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Were the scientific lectures appropriate for this meeting?
Were the workshops appropriate and useful?
How would you balance the amount of workshops and lectures? 1 = All workshops, 10 = all lectures
Would you involve more industry speakers?
How important is to have a social event such as the castle tour?
Would you value a workshop which focuses on practicing interview skills?
Were there enough coffee breaks?
Was the ice-breaker event ice-breaking enough?
How would you rate this year’s location?

It was hard to reach Strasbourg!
Let’s talk about food

“Shorter but more!”

“Salty snacks!”

“Fruits and juices!”
And a little bit more about food
What should Europlanet provide?
How satisfactory was the information given prior to the start of the event?
How free or scheduled should the week be scheduled?
Is 9am a good start?
When should work stop?

16.30

17.30

18.00

19.30
Do you think that a poster session would be useful besides the 3 minutes pitch presentation?

18 YES

8 NO
Were you comfortable with the shared rooms?

23 COOL
3 NOT COOL
Did you expect more lunches and/or dinners?

22 YES
4 NO
Would you prefer the program to be printed?
Would you like to have a guide book with a short biography of all the participants attached to the program?

16 YES
9 NO
Would you introduce practical workshops to learn how to use a software / lab instrument / tool?

16 YES
11 NO
Do you think the amount of participants was right?

27 YES

0 BIG FAT NO
Which of these locations would you choose for the next meeting?

- Estonia: 28%
- Croatia: 13%
- Poland: 18%
- Czech Republic: 20%
- Sicily (Italy): 18%
- Lisbon: 5%

And the winner is…

Italy! 🎉
Do you want to be part of next year’s EPEC Annual Week Organising committee?

YES: 10

NO: 13

MAYBE OR MAYBE NOT: 4
You’re awesome guys!

Thank you for coming and see you here and there in the future!
EGU, EPSC, XJDS, NWIFF, PDNFE, WGSGD, AGSG, WDBEDIW, WDWDIWGDIW, RUTT, SCORR,
EPEC Annual WEEK etc.